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Scandinavian design’s key players will take 
centre stage on 16thApril, during Artcurial’s 
first auction of the year of this specialty. 
An exceptional Poul Henningsen piano, an 
emblematic square daybed PK80 by Poul 
Kjaerholm and a U-56 armchair aka Elizabeth 
Chair by IB Kofod-Larsen are just some of the 
exceptional lots offered at auction.
The auction will also offer a rare set of 
furniture from Finnish creator Alvar Aalto.

AUCTION - APRIL16TH 2019, PARIS

https://www.linkedin.com/company/artcurial/
https://www.instagram.com/artcurial__/
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https://twitter.com/Artcurial
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PRESS RELEASE - SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN

PARIS - Scandinavian key figures in design will take centre stage during Artcurial’s 
first auction of the year dedicated to Scandinavian design on April 16th. A rare and 
majestic Poul Henningson piano will be presented beside the celebrated PK80A, Poul 
Kjaerholm’s square day bed. Finn Juhl furniture pieces and an Elizabeth Chair by IB 
Kofod-Larsen will completement the ensemble.

Finnish design will be represented by Alvar Aalto with an exceptional pair of mod. 12 
armchairs from the 1930’s, Ilmari Tapiovaara and of course, the famous master of 
light, Paavo Tynell.

Poul Henningsen, master of Danish light and piano 
designer...
Among the major Danish designers represented in this auction, Poul Henningsen
(1894-1967) is of special interest. An emblematic figure of Danish cultural life during 
the period between the two war, this «master of Danish light», known essentially for 
his now-iconic luminaires had created other pieces which are today extremely rare 
and highly sought after.  Artcurial is delighted to present an exceptional piano aka PH 
Grand Piano, created in 1931. Composed of a chrome stand and a lacquered wood and 
cognac leather body, it included a surprising cover made of chrome plated steel and 
Plexiglas. A similar copy graced the music room of the Villa Mairea, designed by Alvar 
Aalto in 1938- 1939 in Noormarkku in Finland (estimate: €100,000 - 150,000).

Luminaries made by the creator will also be presented, such as the PH Tennis Lamp 
suspension, created in the 1930’s. Composed of a white lacquer metal structure, 
this lamp was designed by Poul Henningsen in collaboration with the Danish tennis 
player Einar Middelboe. The finished pieces were then installed on the indoor tennis 
court Københavns Boldklubs, Copenhaugue (estimate: €15,000 – 20,000)  and deserve 
particular attention.

POUL HENNINGSEN
Piano aka PH Grand Piano - Creation  1931
Chrome metal legs, lacquered wood body, 
cognac leather, chromed steel and plexi-
glas cover
Estimate : 100 000 - 150 000 €

IB KOFOD-LARSEN
Chair mod. U-56 aka Elizabeth chair
- 1956
Rosewood skeleton, seat and back in 
black leather
Edition Christensen & Larsen
Estimate: €15,000 - 25,000
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ALVAR AALTO
Very rare Pair of mod. armchairs 12 - 1934
Structure in curved birch, black lacquered wood seat 
Estimate: €60,000 - 80,000

POUL KJAERHOLM
Square day bed mod. PK80A - 1959
Brushed steel legs, Gray lacquered wood skeleton, co-
gnac leather mattress
Edition E. Kold Christensen
Estimate: €120,000 - 180,000

Poul Kjaerholm and the PK80 day bed
Several exceptional pieces by Poul Kjaerholm (1929-1980) will be included in the 
auction catalogue. They illustrate the decision taken by the Danish designer to combine 
Danish cabinetmaking tradition and industrial design. Through his work, the creator 
demonstrates that it is possible to transcend the constraints of industrial production and 
exploit the properties of steel which confers an aesthetic role to various elements of the 
actual structure of the piece.

Poul Kjaerholm applied this same method to an entire range of furniture including 
the rare Square daybed, MODEL PK80A created in 1959, presented by Artcurial during 
this auction. The steel legs support a cognac leather mattress. (estimate: €120,000 - 
180,000). Other rare piece: a PK54 table, with a Cipollini marble top, in shades of green-
grey (estimate: €30,000 - 50,000). A suite of 12 PK9 chairs and the PK24 chaise longue 
will also be presented (estimate: €30,000 - 40,000 and €10,000 - 15,000 each).

Among the great names of Danish design from the 1950’s, the ever-popular Finn Juhl 
(1912-1989) will be represented with a 1949 Chieftain Chair, estimate €100,000 - 150,000. 
Other emblematic chairs, the U-56 aka Elisabeth Chair by IB Kofod-Larsen (1921-2003). 
In teak and leather, it is one of the most illustrious pieces by the creator. It is said to have 
been named in honour of the Queen Elizabeth II after she bought a pair during a visit to 
Denmark in 1958 (estimate: €15,000 - 25,000).

A rare Alvar Aalto set
The emblematic figures of the Finnish school are also celebrated. An extremely rare 
pair of 1934 birch and lack lacquered wood Model 12 armchairs by Alvar Aalto (1898-
1976) will undoubtedly create quite a stir amongst collectors and enthusiasts (estimate: 
€60,000 - 80,000). His design was questioned during his presentation at the 1932 Nordic 
Building Exhibition, this chair was commissioned by Finnish architect Jussi Paatela to 
furnish the University of Helsinki Maternity Hospital.

As for the famous Finnish master of light, Paavo Tynell (1890-1973), a dozen luminaires 
will be presented including Large pair of suspensions, in brass, estimate, €80,000 - 
100,000)



UPCOMING EVENTS AT ARTCURIAL
The 16th & 17th April 2019: auction The Golden Era of Danish painting, 
                                                                  A French collection

27th April 2019: auction Comic Strips

ABOUTRTCURIAL 
Paris-based multidisciplinary auction house Artcurial, founded in 2002, strengthens its 
position as leader on the international art market in 2018. With 2 sales venues located 
in Paris and Monaco, the House totaled 195.3 million euros revenue in 2018.
It covers the whole spectrum of major specialties: Beaux-Arts to decorative arts, 
collector automobiles, jewellery, fine watches, fine wine and spirits…
Resolutely turned toward the international market, Artcurial asserts its network abroad 
with representation offices in Brussels, Milan, Monte-Carlo, Munich and Vienna as well 
as a presence in Beijing and Tel Aviv, and biannual exhibitions in New York. In October 
2015, Artcurial organised its first sale in Hong Kong and in Morocco.

www.artcurial.com

RTCURIAL

USEFUL INFORMATION
Auction on Tuesday 16th April 2019 at 7pm

Public exhibition from 12th to 15th April 2019

Artcurial - 7, Rond-point of the Champs Elysees - 75008 Paris

HD visual available on request
Catalogue available online at www.artcurial.com
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